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BOUNDARIES OF MARKOV PARTITIONS

JONATHAN ASHLEY, BRUCE KITCHENS AND MATTHEW STAFFORD

Abstract. The core of a Markov partition is the nonwandering set of the map

restricted to the boundary of the partition. We show that the core of a Markov

partition is always a finitely presented system. Then we show that every one

sided sofic system occurs as the core of a Markov partition for an n-fold cov-

ering map on the circle and every two sided sofic system occurs as the core of a

Markov partition for a hyperbolic automorphism of the two dimensional torus.

0. Introduction

Markov partitions are often used to produce combinatorial models for dy-
namical systems. They have been shown to exist in many different settings. It

is also known that even in simple seeming settings, the elements of the partition

may be geometrically very complicated. One such result says that for a hyper-

bolic automorphism of T3 the intersection of the stable boundaries and the

unstable boundaries of the elements of a Markov partition cannot contain a Cx

arc [Bo3]. We are interested in the dynamics of the boundary. Given a Markov

partition for a map, the core of the partition is the nonwandering set of the map

restricted to the boundary. We see that the core is always a finitely presented

system [F]. Then we concentrate on two simple cases. In the noninvertible case

we take the «-fold covering maps of the circle. In the invertible case we take

the hyperbolic automorphisms of T2 . In both cases we see that the core must

always be a sofic system [W], and that any nonwandering sofic system occurs as

the core of some partition.

Section 1 contains a discussion of Markov partitions, their associated subshift

of finite type, and the covering map from the subshift of finite type to the

dynamical system with the Markov partition.

Section 2 is concerned strictly with symbolic dynamics. There is a discussion

of subshifts of finite type, sofic systems, factor maps between symbolic systems

and the basic symbolic construction that allows us to realize sofic systems as

cores of partitions.

In §3 we prove that every core is a finitely presented system. Then we restrict

our attention to the covering maps of the circle and the automorphisms of

T2. We present basic examples, show that in both cases the cores must be

nonwandering sofic systems and then show that every nonwandering sofic system

occurs as the core of a Markov partition in this setting.
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In §4 we discuss the connection between partitions of 51 whose elements are

intervals and the partitions we have produced.

We would like to thank R. F. Williams. Example 3.5 is his. It was the
motivation for this work.

1. Markov partitions and their covers

Let X be a compact metric space and / a continuous onto map of X to

itself. We say / is positively expansive if there is a c > 0 so that if x ^ y

are points in X there is an n £ N (we will use N = 0,1,2,...) so that

d(fn(x), f"(y)) > c. When / is invertible, we say / is expansive if there

is a c > 0 so that if x ^ y are points in X there is an n £ Z so that

d(f(x), f"(y)) > c. In both cases we refer to c as an expansive constant.

When / is a homeomorphism, for e > 0 we define the e-stable set to be

Wes(x) = {y£X: d(fn(x), f"(y)) < e for n > 0}

and the e-unstable set to be

Weu(x) = {y G X: d"(f"(x), f"(y)) < e for n < 0}.

There are two metrization theorems that make dealing with these maps much

easier.

Theorem. Let X be a compact metric space and f a continuous onto map from

X to itself:

(i) (Coven and Reddy [CR]) // / ¿s positively expansive then there is a

metric d, compatible with the original metric, an e > 0 and X> 1 so

that when d(x, y) < e, d(f(x), f(y)) > Xd(x, y) ;
(ii) (Fried [¥]) if f is an expansive homeomorphism then there is a met-

ric d, compatible with the original metric, an e > 0 and X > 1 so

that when y £ Weu(x), d(f(x),f(y)) > Xd(x, y) when y £ Wes(x),
d(f-x(x),f-x(y))>Xd(x,y).

We will always assume that the metrics we use are adapted in this sense.

In the case where / is a homeomorphism we say a closed set R C X is

a rectangle if there is an e > 0 so that diameter(Z?) is less than e and

[x, y] = rVcs(x) n Weu(y) is a single point in R for all points x, y in R.

Define Ws(x,R) = W¡(x) n R and Wu(x,R) = Weu(x)nR. For each

x G R there is a homeomorphism between R and Ws(x, R) x W(x, R).

Say R is proper if cl(int R) = R. For a proper rectangle define the sta-

ble boundary, dsR, to be {x £ R: Ws(x, R) n intR = 0} and the unsta-

ble boundary, duR, to be {x G R: Wu(x, R) n intR = 0}. It follows that
dR = dsR U duR. The familiar picture of a rectangle is a rectangle in the

plane where the vertical sides are the stable boundary and the horizontal sides

are the unstable boundary. Given x £ R, and e in the definition of R we

may define dWs(x, R) and intW^x, R) to be the boundary and the inte-

rior of Ws(x, R) as subsets of Wes(x). We make analogous definitions for

d Wu(x, R) and int Wu(x, R). It follows that d'R ^ Ws(x ,R)xd Wu(x, R)
and duR~ds W(x, R) x Wu(x, R).

When / is a positively expansive map we say a collection of subset of

X, 3° = {RX, ... , Rn} is a Markov partition for (X, f) if:
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(1) cl(intü/) = Ri for each R¡,
(2) intR¡ nintRj = 0 for i¿j;
(3) the /?,'s cover X ;

(4) if f(mtR¡) n intRj ^ 0 then each point in int JR/ has one preimage in

Ri.
Condition (4) is the Markov condition.

When / is an expansive homeomorphism we say a collection of subsets of

X,3ö = {Rx,...,Rn) is a Markov partition for (X, /) if:
(1) each R¡ is a proper rectangle;

(2) int Ri n int Rj = 0 for i^j;
(3) the Ä,-'s cover X ;

(4) for x G int Rj, f(x) £ Rj,

f(Ws(x,Ri)) ç Ws(f(x),Rj),        f-x(W(f(x),Rj)) C Wu(x,Ri).

Condition (4) is the Markov condition, and diifers from the one for noninvert-

ible maps. For a more detailed discussion of Markov partitions see [Bol, F,

S]. It is common to require the diameter of the elements of the partition to be

less than the expansive constant for the map. This is unnecessarily restrictive

and would rule out both Examples 1.1 and 1.2, which we want to allow. The

seeming pathology that occurs in later examples is not due to this loosening of

the definition. It would also occur under the more stringent definition.

Next we will define subshifts of finite type. Let {\, ... , n] be an «-point

space with the discrete topology. Form the product spaces {1, ... , n}N and

{1,... , «}z with the product topologies. Each has a metric compatible with

the topology. Let d(x, y) = \/nl where / = max{t: x, = y¡ for i < t}

when x, y £ {1, ... , «}N and / = max{t: x, = y, for |/| < t} when x, y G

{1, ... , «}z . Both of these spaces are Cantor sets. There is a shift transforma-

tion, a , defined on each by <r(x), = xi+1 . In each space let

& = {[l]o, ... , [h]o} where [/]0 = {x: x0 = /'}.

The partitions defined on {1, ... , «}N and {1, ... , «}z are both Markov par-

titions for a . If (i'i ,..., /,) G {1, ... , n}' then the set [ix, ... , it]r

= {x: xr = ix, xr+x = ¿2, ... , xr+f_i = it} as a subset of {1, ... , «}N or

{I,... , n}z is called a cylinder set. In {1, ... , n}z, it is a rectangle when

—t + 1 < r < 0. The dynamical system ({1, ... , «}N, a) is the one sided

full n-shift. Here, the shift is a continuous, onto, «-to-one, positively expan-

sive map. The dynamical system ({1, ... , «}z, a) is the two sided full n-shift.

Here, the shift is an expansive homeomorphism. Let A be an n x n 0-1 matrix.

Define XA c {1, ... , n}N by XA = {x: AXiX¡+i = 1 for all / G N}, and give it

the subspace topology. The dynamical system (XA , a) is the one sided subshift

of finite type defined by A. Define I.A ç {I, ... , «}z by ~LA = {x: Ax¡Xm = 1
for all /' G Z} , and give it the subspace topology. The dynamical system (LA , a)

is the two sided subshift of finite type defined by A .
Suppose (X, f) is as before and has Markov partition & = {Rx, ... , R„}.

Define a transition matrix A by

(I   iff(mt(Ri))nint(Rj)?0,

[l,J)     \ 0   if f(int(R¡)) nint(JÎ7-) = 0.

When / is noninvertible we say & is topologically generating if for all x G

XA , n¡6N/~'(^.x,) is a single point. When / is a homeomorphism we say ¿P

is topologically generating if for all x £l,A, f)ieZ f~'(Rx,) is a single point. In
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the noninvertible case, when 3° is topologically generating there is a continu-

ous, onto, map defined in the obvious way, that makes the following diagram

commute.

XA -► XA

1«
X

Similarly when / is a homeomorphism we have

Za > Za

,|        j.

/

X X.

In these cases we say that (XA , n) and (1^ , n) are the covers for (X, f, 0°).

Define the stable boundary of 3P, ds0° = \J"j=x dsRj, the unstable boundary

of 0s similarly, and the boundary of ¿P to be U"=i 9R¡. It is easy to see

that in the noninvertible case n is one-to-one on X\ |J¡eN ̂ '(dâ0) and in the

invertible case n is one-to-one on X\\Ji€Zf~'(d&>). We will see that n is

always boundedly finite-to-one. Our main intent is to investigate the properties

of n and d¿P . We say a Markov partition is metrically generating if for every

x £ XA (or x G ZA), fti^f-'(intRXl) (or f^gf-'imtRx,)) is at most a
single point. We will see that when 0e is metrically generating, there is still a

covering map, n , from XA (or I.A) to X . First, some examples.

Example 1.1. Let / be the doubling map on the circle. If we think of Sx
as [0, 1] with the endpoints identified then f(x) = 2x (mod 1). Let 0s =

{RX,R2} where Ä. = [0, 1/2], R2 = [1/2, lj. This partition is metrically
but not topologically generating. This is because {0,1/2} is contained in

both n,eN/~'(^i) and D,eN/ '(^2)- Nevertheless there is a continuous map

n: {1, 2}N -► Sx where the points .1°° and .2°° (all l's and 2's) go to 0 in Sx

and the points .12°° and .21°° goto 1/2 in Sx. Every other point goes where

expected.

expanding
eigendirection

contracting eigendirection

Figure 1
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Example 1.2. Let / be the hyperbolic automorphism of the two dimensional

torus defined by [ ' ' ] [AW]. A matrix A G GL(n, Z) defines an automorphism

of T" by letting A act on R" and then taking the induced automorphism on

T" ~ R"/Z". Define a Markov partition on T2 by Figure 1. Here 9s =

{Rx,Rj) is topologically generating. The transition matrix is [' '] and the

covering map n : 2ZA —► T2 is defined as previously described.

Lemma 1.3. Let 0s = {Rx, ... , Rn} be a metrically generating partition for

(X, f) with transition matrix A. Let X be an expansion coefficient for an

adapted metric d. Then there is an l G N so that:

(i) when f is noninvertible, diameter(f|(<i/_'(int/?Xi)) < (l/X)'~' for all

t > I and x £ XA;

(ii) when f is invertible, diameterin^^ f~'(intRx¡)) < (l/X)'~! for all t > I

and x £ LA .

Proof. For x £ XA, f]ieNf~'(intRx.) is at most one point. Since XA is com-

pact, there exists an / g N so that for all x £ XA diameter(f|,</ /"'(hit/?*,.)) <

ô where the Ô gives the neighborhood for local expansiveness in d. For any

Rj, diameter(intZ?j■ n fii<//~'(int.RjCl.)) < ¿M < IM- Tne assertion follows.

The invertible case is similar.   D

Observation 1.4. Suppose 9a = {Rx, ... , Rn} is a metrically generating Markov

partition for (X, f) and A is its transition matrix. Then there is a natural

covering map n: (XA , o) —► (X, f) when / is noninvertible or from (LA, a)

to (X, f) when / is invertible, with n([j]0) = Rj, j = I, ... , n .

Proof. For x £ XA consider f|/eN/~'(mt^/) ■ ^ *s at most a sin&le point.

If it is a single point define n by n(x) = C]ieNf~'(intRx¡). As defined the

range of tt is X\U(6N/~'(<9^) • It is a dense G¿ containing all points with

a dense orbit (or dense forward and backward orbit). Letting dn = {x G

Xa ■ n,-6N f~'(Rxt) Ç 90°} we see that the domain of n is A^\ U,-6N o~'(dn).
It is also a dense G¿. As n is defined, n o a = oof. Lemma 1.3 shows

that n is Holder continuous so it can be extended to all of XA . It is clear that

n([J]o) = Rj f°r j = 1,...,«. A similar argument works for the invertible
case.   D

From now on whenever we speak of a Markov partition 0s for (X, f) and

its cover (XA , n) or (LA , n) we mean that @> is metrically generating, A is

the transition matrix and n is the natural covering map. Notice that when /
is not invertible n is one-to-one on all points with a dense orbit and when /

is invertible n is one-to-one on all points with a dense forward and backward

orbit.

Two points x, y £ XA (or l.A) are said to be mutually separated if x, / y,

for all i G N   (i G Z).

Theorem 1.5. Let S6 be a Markov partition for (X, /) with transition matrix
A:

(i) when f is not invertible (X, f) has cover (XA , n) and

d0° = {x £ X: n~x(x) contains a pair of mutually separated points} ;
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(ii) when f is invertible (X, f) has cover (LA, n) and

P| /"'(ô^3) = {x £ X: 7t_1(x) contains a pair of mutually separated points}.

iez

Proof of (i). First we show that if Rj c f(R¡) then /: R¡ -» f(R¡) n Rj
is locally onto. This is immediate if the diameter R¡ is small because then

/: (int/?,-) -> /(int/?,) n int/?7 is a homeomorphism. If diameter of /?, is
large /(/?,) might "wrap around." By Lemma 1.3 for every e > 0 there is an

N so that for x £ XA and m > N diameter (y?=Qf~'(intRXj) < s . This means

/: r\T=of~'(íntRx¡) -* n^i/~'(mtjRJt,) is a homeomorphism. Push forward

to see that /: RXm_x n /_1(-Kjcra) —► Rxm is a homeomorphism and we have the

desired result.

Next we prove statement (i). Suppose x G /?, n /?,-. Then f(x) is also in

ô^9. This means there is an Rj so that f(x) £ Rj and /(/?/) 2 Rj. Since

/ is onto and locally maps /?, onto Rj there must be a /?;- ^ /?7 so that

f(x) £ Rj> and /(/?/<) D /?7> . This means 7r_1(x) contains points y, z with

yo t¿ zo and yx ^ zx . Then continue. Conversely, if n~x(x) contains two

points whose Oth coordinates disagree, then x is in d¿P .   □

To prove Theorem 1.5(h) we need some lemmas. We have J3 a Markov

partition for (X, f) with / invertible and (LA , n) its associated cover.

Lemma 1.6. Let x £ dsâ°, and y, z £ n~x(x). Suppose intWu(x, Ryo) n

int Wu(x, RZo) = 0. Then y, # z, /ör a// / > 0.

Proof, /(int Wu(x, Ryo)) 2 int Wu(f(x), RVl). This means /(int Wu(x,Ryo))

n int f^"(/(x), RZl) = 0 and /(int/?,,„) n int/?z, = 0 .   D

Lemma 1.7. Suppose y, z £ n~x(x) with y_i = z_i ú¡«í/ yo ^ zo. ^Aen y, ^¿ z,

/or a// i > 0.

Proo/. If /"'M G /?y_,, /(int/?y_,)n int/?^0 ^ 0 , and /(int/?v_,)n int/?Zo ^

0 then x G ö'/?^ n dsRZo and int W"(x, Ryo) n int IT"(x, /?Zo) = 0 . Then

we can apply Lemma 1.6.   D

Lemma 1.8. If y, z £ n~x (x) and yr = zr and ys = zs for r < s then y, = z,

for r < i < s .

Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 1.7.   D

Remark 1.9. We say the map has no "diamonds." This was first observed by

B. Marcus and gives a simple proof that n is boundedly finite-to-one. It means

that cardinality of n~x (x) is no more than the cardinality of the symbol set of

I4 squared. The rest of the proof of Theorem 1.5(h) is just a combinatorial

argument applying the fact that n has no diamonds.

Lemma 1.10. Suppose y, z £ n~l(x) and yn = z0 then [y,z]£ n~x(x). Here

[y, z] is the point with [y, z], = z, for i < 0, [y, z], = y, for i > 0.

Proof. n({w: w¡ = y, for i > 0}) ç Ws(x, Ryo), n({w: w¡ = z, for i <

0})CW"(x,Ryo).  Ws(x,Ryo)DWu(x,Ryo) = x.   D

Proof of Theorem 1.5(h). Assume that for each y, z G n~x(x), y¡ = z¡ for

some i. For y, z £ n~[(x) assume by Lemma 1.10 that y, = z, for i < 0

and y i / z, for /' > 0. There must beaioe n~x (x) with w0 / y0 and w¿ ^ y,
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for all i < r. If this were false then there would be an r so that w;, = y, for all

i < r and all w £ n~x(x) because by Remark 1.9 n is boundedly finite-to-one.

Thus ar(x) $ 00e . We may find w £ n~x(x) with w0 ^ yo , w¡ ^ y¡ for all

i < r and wr = yr.

Suppose r > 0 (see Figure 2). There must be an r' > 0 that wr* = zr> . This

forces a diamond. So r < 0 (see Figure 3).

Let s < 0 be so that ws = ys, ws+x ^ ys+x. There is a « G 7r~'(x) with

ur ± yr. Since Uj = Wj, Uk = yk, and u¡ = z¡ for some j, k, I £ Z and

the map has no diamonds we must have that ut = wt — yt = z, for some t,

r < t <s. (See Figure 4.)

Now the point v defined by v¡ = u¡ for i <t, v¡ = w¡ for i > t is in n~x(x)

by Lemma 1.10. We have a new point v that satisfies the same conditions as

w but t > r. Continue and produce a point that is totally separated from y.

The converse is clear.   D

If X is a topological space and g: Y -> Y is a continuous map, a point

x G y is nonwandering if for every neighborhood U of x there is a k > 0 so

that fk(U)r\ U ¿ 0 . Suppose ^ is a Markov partition for (X, /). If / is not

invertible then / maps d¿P into itself and we define the core of 9 , W(¿P),

to be the nonwandering points of / restricted to d¿P . If / is invertible then

d¿P is not invariant under /. The intersection, Ç)i€ïf~l(d0°), is the largest

invariant set contained in dâ° . We define the core of â° , fé(&>), to be the

nonwandering points of / restricted to Ç\i£Zf~l(d&>).

QC -m-Z

Figure 2

-*- w

— y

-*~z

— y

-»- z

-*- u

Figure 4
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2. Symbolic dynamics

This section is about symbolic dynamics. We will make some definitions

and prove some results that we will use in later sections. For a more detailed

discussion of ideas about symbolic dynamics see [AM].

In § 1 we defined the one sided «-shift {1, ... , «}N and the two sided «-shift
{1, ... , «}z together with their topologies, metrics, and shift transformations.

Let A be a closed shift invariant subset of either fullshift. Put the subspace

topology on it and call the dynamical system (A, a) or A a subshift. Denote by

W(A, n) the set of words of length « that occur in A, {xn • • • x„-X : x G A} ,

and W(A) = \\nW(A,n) the words that occur in A. For w g W(A) define

the follower set of w, f\(w) or f(w), to be {u £ W(A): wu £ W(A)} and
predecessor set, P\(w) or p(w), to be {u £ W(A): uw £ W(S)}. We define

the k block presentation of A to be the subshift A^ ç (W(A,k))N (or

(W(A, k)f) consisting of all points x = (x¡) = ((xj •••xf)) G (2T(A, k)f so

that x2•••Xj = x/+1 • • -x¡~xx for all i and the point (x/) is in A. This is a

simple but useful renaming ((A, a) and (A^, o) are topologically conjugate)

of A.
There are two types of subshifts that we will deal with. The first type is

the subshifts of finite type and the second type is the sofic systems. We will

generalize slightly the definition of subshifts of finite type given in § 1. Start

with a full «-shift, one or two sided, and let F be a finite list of forbidden

blocks. Then the subshift of finite type defined by forbidding F is the set
{x G {1, ... , «}N: no subblock of x is in F}. Suppose k is the length of

the longest word in F then consider the k block presentation of A, define

transition matrix A by

... . ,        f  1     if i'r+l = jr,   T= 1, ... , k- 1,
A(i\---ik,J\---Jk) = \ n     tU[ 0   otherwise,

for ix ■■■ik, j\---jk G W(A, k). Then A^kx is the subshift of finite type

XA defined by the transition matrix A. This agrees with the definition in

§ 1. A subshift of finite type is a subshift so that for some k, the k block

presentation is defined by a transition matrix. Equivalently, choose a subset
L C {1, ... , n}k of allowed blocks and define a subshift of finite type A to be

{x G {1, ... , «}N: x/---xl+fc_i G L all /'} .
The second type of subshift that interests us is the sofic systems. There are

several equivalent definitions [W]. Say A is a sofic system if there are a finite

number of different follower sets, f\(w), for w £ W(A). Or, equivalently,

a finite number of predecessor sets p^(w) for w £ W(A). An equivalent
definition is that a subshift is sofic if it is the continuous, shift commuting,

image of a subshift of finite type. Each sofic system has associated to it two

canonical covers (Xl, <Pl) and (Xr, tpR) [Krl]. This means ç>l'. Xl -* S is a
continuous onto shift commuting map with some extra properties that will be

discussed. A sofic system or a subshift of finite type is irreducible if there is a

point with a dense forward orbit. A subshift of finite type is irreducible if and

only if its transition matrix is irreducible. A matrix is irreducible if for each pair

of vertices i, j there is an / so (Al)¡j > 0. A sofic system or subshift of finite

type is nonwandering if every point in the subshift is a nonwandering point.
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Figure 5

Figure 6

A subshift of finite type is nonwandering if and only if there is a permutation

of the symbols of the subshift so that the transition matrix is a block diagonal

matrix, with each of the square blocks on the diagonal irreducible.

Example 2.1. Let A = [ j ' ] the points of XA (or l.A) are the infinite paths on

the graph in Figure 5. We define a map from XA (or ~LA) into {a, ¿>}N (or

{a, b}z) by an edge labelling in Figure 6. This means <p(x)¡ is the label on the

edge from x, to x,+i. The image under the map is the subshift consisting of

all sequence where an even number of o's occur between two successive a's.

This is a sofic system that is not a shift of finite type. It is usually referred to
as the even system.

If (X, f) and (Y, g) are dynamical systems and tp : X —> Y is a continuous

onto map so that tpof = gotp we say that tp is a factor map and that (Y, g) is

a factor of (X, f). Any continuous shift commuting map between subshifts is

a block map [H]. This means there is an « so that tp(x)¡ = <p(x¡ ■ ■ -X/+„) in the

one sided case, and tp(x)¡ = tp(x¡-n, ... , x/+„) in the two sided case. The map,
tp , depends on a fixed finite number of coordinates. We use tp both as a map

on points and as a map on blocks. A well-known result [CP] says that a factor

map, tp , between two irreducible sofic systems is either boundedly finite-to-one
or some point has uncountably many preimages. For irreducible subshifts of

finite type a factor map is finite-to-one if and only if the transition matrices have

the same spectral radius [CP]. A factor map tp: S -* T between sofic systems is

left-resolving if it is a k block map and whenever tp(ic¡ix ■ ■ ■ ik) = C>(í'qÍi ■ • ■ ik) >

¿o = i'0. A factor map is right-resolving if it is a k block map and anytime

<p(io ■ ■ • ik-i ¡k) = <P(io • • • ik-i i'k) > ik = i'k ■ Resolving maps are always finite-to-
one and the left-resolving maps are particularly useful for one-sided shifts.

A finite-to-one factor map between two sided irreducible sofic systems has a

degree, d . It is the smallest cardinality of the preimages of any point. Every

point with a dense forward and backward orbit has exactly d preimages. Say

such a map is d-to-l a.e. A left-resolving map between one sided irreducible

sofic systems also has a degree, d, and every point with a dense orbit has exactly

d preimages. A d-to-l a.e. factor map has a magic word. Let tp: S -> T be a

k block map between irreducible sofic systems. A word w = wx ■■ ■ wn g W(T)

is a magic word if there are d blocks /'} • • • ixk , i\ ■ ■■ il, ... , idx ■ ■ ■ if £ W(S, k)
and a t so that every block u = ux-- -un+k-\ G W(S, n + k- 1) with tp(u) = w

has utu,+x ■ ■ ■ ut+k_x = 2Í ■• • i[ for some r = 1,... , d. If the map is left-
resolving t = 1, if it is right-resolving t = n — 1.
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Example 2.2. Examine Example 2.1. The map tp is a 2 block 1 -to-1 a.e. factor

map. It is both left- and right-resolving. The symbol a is a magic word for tp ,

only the block 11 maps to it. Such a symbol is a magic symbol.

An irreducible sofic system, as mentioned, has canonical left and right irre-

ducible covers. tpL: XL —> S is a one block, left-resolving one-to-one a.e. cover

and tpR : Xr —► S is one block, right-resolving (one-to-one a.e. in the two sided

case) cover. See [Krl] for more information about these covers.

If tp : XA —> S is a factor map, then tp is a k block map for some k and

by going to the k block presentation of XA , X^ , we have a one block factor

map tp: X¿] —► S. This is often very useful. For a úí-to-1 a.e. one block map

between irreducible sofic systems, tp: S —> T, we say the core of tp, W(tp), is

the set of points {y G T: <p~x(y) contains d + 1 mutually separated points}.

A collection of points x1, ... , xl is mutually separated if x\ ^ x¡ for any

\<r¿s<l, i G N (or Z).

Observation 2.3 [F]. If tp : XA —> XB (or ¿ZA -> I.B) is a factor map and AçZB

then A is a subshift of finite type if and only if tp~x(A) is a subshift of finite

type.

Proof. Suppose A is a subshift of finite type defined by an allowed list of

blocks L = {bi, ... ,bn}. Then tp~x(\J b¡), is open-closed and is a finite union

of cylinder sets.  (p~x(A) is defined by a finite list of allowed blocks.

Conversely, suppose tp~x(A) is a subshift of finite type and is defined by an

allowable list of blocks {ci, ... , cm}. The complement of tp((jc¡) is closed in

XB . For sufficiently large /, W(A, I) = {bx, ... , bn} and {J bj C(J c,. A is
defined by an allowable list of blocks.   D

Observation 2.4. If tp : S —► T is a factor map between sofic systems and ACT,
then A is sofic if and only if tp~x(A) is sofic.

Proof. If tp~x(A) is sofic then A is sofic by definition.

Suppose A is sofic. Assume tp is a one block map. For a word w that occurs

in tp'x(A) f9-\(\)(w) — fs(w) n <p~x(f\(<p(w))). Since there are finitely many

distinct follower sets in S, and finitely many in A, there are finitely many in
tp~x(A).    D

Observation 2.5. Let tp: XA —► XB (or JLA —► ¿ZB) be a finite-to-one map. Then

the core of tp, W(tp), is a sofic system.

Proof. Go to a higher block presentation of XA so that tp is a one block map.

Suppose tp has degree d. Define a new subshift of finite type, Xc , with

symbol set Lc = {(ix, ... , id+\): h £ LA, ir ¿ is, r ¿ s, and tp(ir) = tp(is) all

r, s}. Define transitions (ix, ... , id+\) -» (ji, ..., Jd+i) if h -> jr for r =
I, ... , d + I. Define an into block map tp : Xc —> XB by y/((ix,..., id+i)) =
tp(ix). Then y/(Xc) = ^((p) and ^(tp) is sofic.   D

Lemma 2.6. Let XB (or 1,B) be an irreducible subshift of finite type and Xc

(or zZc) a subshift of finite type contained in, but not equal to XB ÇLB). Then

there is an irreducible subshift of finite type XA (or LA) and a one-to-one a.e.

left-resolving (or right-resolving) map tp: XA —> XB (1,A —> I,B) so that the core

of tp is Xc   ÇLc) ■
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Proof. We first deal with the case where Xc is defined by an irreducible sub-

graph, Gc, of GB with GB\GC still irreducible (any two vertices of GB\GC
are connected by a path) and there are at least two edges beginning in Gc

and ending outside of Gc ■ We will construct the graph GA. Let VA =

(Vb\Vc) U (Vc x {1, 2}). Define the edges of GA as follows. If e £ EB that
begins at i $ Vc and ends at j £ Vc then put an edge in GA beginning at

i and ending at j. If e £ EB that begins at i and ends at j £ Vc put two

edges in GA, (e, 1) and (e, 2). If i $ Vc then (e, I) and (e, 2) begin at
i and end at (j, 1) and (j, 2), respectively. If i £ Vc then (e, 1) begins

at (/, 1) and ends at (j, 1) and (e, 2) begins at (i, 2) and ends at (j, 2).

Finally consider the edges that begin in Vc and end outside of it. Divide these

into two nonempty disjoint sets, Ex and E2 . For e £ Ex beginning at i £ Vc

and ending at ; ^ Vc put an edge in GA that begins at (/, 1) and ends at j.

Deal with edges in E2 is the analogous way. This defines GA . The fact that

Ex and E2 are both nonempty means that GA is irreducible. Define a graph

homomorphism tp from GA to GB by sending each vertex or edge in GA to

the vertex or edge in GB that caused it to be produced. Every vertex in VB\VC

has one preimage and every vertex in Vc has two preimages under tp . Every

edge ending in VB\Vc has one preimage and every edge ending in Vc has two

under tp . The map defined from XA to XB is left-resolving by construction. If

x £ XB and x„ G VB\VC then for y, z G tp~x(x), y¡ = z, for all i < n . This

means tp is one-to-one a.e. and the core of tp is Xc. Example 2.7 illustrates

this construction.

There are two problems left, one is that Xc may not be irreducible, the

other is that Xc may not be defined by a subgraph of GB meeting the above
requirements.

When Xc is not irreducible we need to make sure that each terminal compo-

nent G of Gc has at least two edges going from it to VB\VC . A component G

of Gc is terminal if no edge beginning in G ends at a vertex of Gc not in G.

Then when we form Ex and E2 we make sure that each terminal component

has an edge going from it to VB\VC in Ex and in E2. This is to insure that
GA is irreducible.

When Xc is not defined by a subgraph of GB meeting the above require-

ments we go to a higher block presentation of XB to get Xc defined by a

subgraph, Gc, of GB so that GB\GC is irreducible. If Gc has two edges
beginning in Gc and ending in VB\Vc we are done. If there is only one such

edge we will do some symbol splits (by followers). Suppose the edge is e and

it begins at i £ Vc and ends at j £ VB\VC and that fB(j) > 1 . Partition
fB(j) into two nonempty sets Fx and F2. Define a new graph GBi by leaving

GB alone except for j and its incoming and outgoing edges. Replace ;' by jx

and j2 . Replace each incoming edge e by two edges, ex and e2 . If e is not a

self-loop at j then ex and e2 begin where e began, ex ends at jx and e2 ends

at j2. If e is a self-loop then j is in say Fx . Both ex and e2 will begin at jx

and end at jx and j2 , respectively. For each outgoing edge, e , (not including

a self-loop) ending at k £ Fx, replace it by a new edge beginning at jx and

ending at k . Do the analogous thing for edges ending at elements of F2. This

is an elementary topological conjugacy. XB> is topologically conjugate to XB ,
the graph Gc is the same in GB and GB* but in C7B- has two outgoing edges.

This is an extremely important construction in symbolic dynamics (see [M] for
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further discussion). If the only edge leaving GB ends at a vertex with only one

outgoing edge, we will need to do a sequence of these splittings,   o

Example 2.7. Lemma 2.6 is illustrated by the graphs in Figure 7.

Lemma 2.8. Let S ç {1, ... , «}N (or {\, ... , n}z) be a sofic system, then there

is a finite state automaton, sé¡, with initial state I, terminal state T, so that the

language accepted by J*f, Lj, i.e. the labels of paths that begin at I and end at T

is {w0---wk G {1,... , «}*: w0---wk_x £ W(S) but w0---wk i W(S)} (or

we may choose sé¡ so that Lj = {wq ■ ■ ■ wk g {1, ... , «}*: wx---wk £ W(S)

but Wo---wk i W(S)}). This means S = {x:[x¡,..., xi+n] £ Lj Vz, «}.

Proof. We will make this construction in a right-resolving manner because it is

consistent with the usual automata notation and it is easier to follow. For one

sided shifts we need left-resolving maps, that is Lj — {w : wx ■ ■ ■ wk £ W(S) but

wo---Wk $. W(S)}. To translate from right- to left-resolving we use outgoing

instead of incoming edges and read backwards along arrows in the finite state

automaton.

Suppose GB is a directed graph and S is obtained by an edge labelling of

GB . Define the vertices of J*f to be subsets of VB , letting tp = T and taking
/ = VB. For a £ {I, ... , n} and each subset U ^ tp of VB define an edge

labelled a in s$¡ from U to W, where W is the collection of vertices that
can be reached by starting at some vertex in U and following an edge labelled

a.

The vertex T = tp has incoming edges but no outgoing ones. This defines the

finite state automata J*§ that recognizes all words of the form wq- --wk where

wq ■ ■ ■ wk_ x occurs in S but wq- --wk does not. This collection of words is the

regular language L¿. Notice that if we take the subshift of finite type defined
by s/j minus T, the edge labelling defines a right-resolving map onto S.   D

Example 2.9. Lemma 2.8 is illustrated by the graphs in Figure 8.

Theorem 2.10. Let XB (or LB) be an irreducible subshift of finite type and S
a sofic system contained in but not equal to XB (or ZB). Then there is an

irreducible subshift of finite type XA (LA) and a one-to-one a.e. left-resolving (or

right) factor map tp : XA —► XB  (LA -^I.B) so that the core of tp is S.

¡c y., y
(2.0

Figure 7
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GB with
edge labelling

\

0

Figure 8

Proof. We will use Lemma 2.8 in its left-resolving form, Lj = {wq ■ ■ ■ wk : wx ■ ■ ■

Wk £W(S), wq- --wk ^ W(S)} to construct a new subshift of finite type XA,

containing another subshift of finite Xc and a one-to-one a.e. left-resolving

factor mapping tp': XA* -> XB with tp'(Xc) - S and the core of tp' contained

in S. One important point is that, because of Observation 2.3, when S is not

of finite type (tp')"x(S) ^ Xc ■ But no periodic point in S will have a preimage

outside of Xc ■ After this we will apply Lemma 2.7 to XA> and Xc to get

y/ : XA -* XAi with core Xc and tp = tp' o y/ with core S.

Assume we have XB defined by a graph GB with S ç XB and sé¿ as in

Lemma 2.7. Define a new graph, G, with labelled edges as follows. The vertices

are pairs (a, W) where a is a symbol for XB and W is a subset of the vertices

of sf¡. Say

(b,U)±(a,W)

if a follows b in XB and

U = {i: i -^ i' in J*f, some i' £ W or i A / in s%}.

For word w = w0 ■ ■ ■ wk , let w0 ■ ■ ■ wk(I) be the vertex in sé¿ (if it exists) that
you arrive at by starting at / and following w. (Note arrows are followed

backwards in j#£.) If w £ W(S) then Wç, • ■ • wk(I) is a vertex in jaf, but not

T. If w £ Lj, w0 • ■ ■ wk(I) is T. If w is in neither it is the empty set. Clearly
the edge labelling of G defines a left-resolving factor map from the subshift of

finite type defined by G onto XB . If wq ■ ■ ■ wk £ Lj and (a, W) is a vertex

in G with wq- --wk leading into it, the path must begin at the state (wq, Uw)

where Uw = {(wq(I), wqwx(I), ... , WQ---wn-X(I), T}) (throw any repeated

symbols out of the list). This means every wq ■ • ■ wk £ Lj is a magic word for

the map defined by the edge labelling. So the core of tp' is contained in S.

tp' is left-resolving and one-to-one a.e. There is a unique component of XA>

of maximal entropy and every other component leads in backward time into

it. Call this component GA>. Let XA> be the subshift of finite type defined by
GAi, and tp' the map onto XB defined by the edge labelling.

Consider the subgraph Gc of GA- obtained by throwing out any vertex

(a, U) where T £ U. Let Xc be defined by Gc ■ Let x G 5 be a periodic
point and (a, U) be any vertex in GA' that occurs in a cycle that maps onto
x. The subset U cannot contain T. This means no periodic point in S has

a preimage outside of Xc and tp'(Xc) — S.
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\^®—®

iCT   '.to

xA'

i s moves against the arrows

0,{a,(a,b)}"5TE 0,{a,(a,b)}

0,{b,(o,b)} CLi^l
l.{a,T}

0,{b,(a,b)}

Figure 9

Finally, we apply Lemma 2.7 to Xc Q XA> to get XA and y/: XA —> A^-
left-resolving one block map and with the property that every (a, U) where

Ï7 contains T, that is every symbol not in Xc, has one preimage under <//.

We need to see that the core of the composition, tp, is S. By construction

&((//) = xc and tp'(Xc) = S. So ^(tp) D S. Suppose w0- ■ -wk £ LT. Then
every path in GA* labelled by w0---wk begins at (kj0 , Uw) as described earlier.
The subset Uw contains T so (wo, Uw) has one inverse image under tp' and

so wr, ■ ■ ■ Wk is a magic word for tp . This means fê(<p) = S.   D

Notice that constructing a factor map with S as a core is the same as finding

a different Markov partition on XB with S as the largest closed invariant set

contained in the boundary.

Example 2.11. Theorem 2.10 is illustrated in Figure 9. It is from Example 2.9

but here s/s is left-resolving. Sc{0, 1}N = 1B .

Observation 2.12. Suppose S is an irreducible two sided sofic system (Z¿, tpL)

and (Zr , tpR) are its irreducible left and right covers. Then the core of the two

maps is the same and if (LA , tp) is any other cover the core of tpR is contained

in the core of tp .

Proof. Suppose x £ S and x is not in the core of <pR. This means there is

an « so that x-n ■ ■ ■ x„ £ W(S) and /(x_„ • • • x„) = f(wx^„ ■ ■ ■ x„) for all w

such that wx-n ■ ■■ xn £ W(S). This means x_„ • ■ • xn is a magic word for y>R .

Consequently, p(x-„ ■■ ■ x„) = p(x-n ■■■xnu) for all u so that x_„ • • • x„u £

W(S). The block x_„ ■ • x„ is also a magic word for tpL and x is not in the

core of y>L ■ By symmetry we see that the two cores are the same.
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Suppose (LA, tp) is a one block d-to-\ a.e. cover for S and x £ S but

not in the core of tp . As before there is an « so that x_„ • • • x„ is a magic

word for tp . This means there is a t, -n < t < n , and ix, ... , id so that if

yx ■ ■ ■ yn £ W^ä) with tp(yx ■ ■ ■ yn) = xx ■ ■ ■ x„ then yt = V some 1 < r < d.

Observe that tp(fA(ix)) = ••• = <p(fA(id)), and <p(pA(ix)) = ••• = <f(pA(id)).

If this were not true tp would fail to be d-to-\ somewhere. This means that

fs(x-„---xn) = f(ux-„---x„) for all u g W(S) with wx_„---x„ G W(S).
The block x_„ • • • xn is a magic word for tpR and x is not in the core of

tpR.   D

In view of this observation the core of S is well defined. It is defined inde-

pendently of the presentation of S and is an invariant of topological conjugacy.

3. SOFIC SYSTEMS AND BOUNDARIES

An expansive factor of a subshift of finite type is called finitely presented.

See [F] for a discussion of the dynamical properties of these systems. A totally

disconnected (or O-dimensional) finitely presented system is a sofic system.

Observation 3.1. Suppose (X, f) is a compact dynamical system and 3° is a

Markov partition, then:

(i) if / is not invertible (83o, /) is a finitely presented system;

(ii) if / is invertible (\\n£Zf~n(d3°), f) is a finitely presented system.

Proof. Let A be the transition matrix for a6 and (XA, n) or (LA, n) be the

cover. By Theorem 1.5 we have that

d3° = {x: 7t"'(x) contains a pair of mutually separated points}

in the noninvertible case and

P| f~n(d¿P) I = {x: 7t_1(x) contains a pair of mutually separated points}

in the invertible case. Now make the fibered product of XA or zZA with itself

over X, X(AtA) = {(x , y) £ XA x XA: n(x) = n(y)} . (X(A,A), a) is a subshift

of finite type and the projection map nx : X(A^A) —> XA is a one-to-one a.e.

factor map. Moreover, W(nx) = n~x(d¿P) and by Observation 2.5 is a sofic

system. This means (d¿P, f) is an expansive image of a subshift of finite type.

The same holds in the invertible case.   D

We will look at two basic examples.

Construction 3.2. The n-fold covering map from Sx to itself is /„(x) = «x

(mod 1) where Sx is [0,1] with the endpoints identified. Certain Markov

partitions are very easy to construct for fn . A finite set of points 0 < xo <

Xi < • • • < xk < 1 partitions the circle into k + 1 intervals. If this finite

set is invariant under /„ and the partition metrically generates then we have

constructed a Markov partition for f„ . Any periodic point z° g Sx defines a

Markov partition for fn in the following way. Let f„(z') = z'+x so the orbit

is z°, ... , zp~x. This set is invariant and if the partition metrically gener-

ates we have a Markov partition. If this partition does not generate we add

to the collection of points, the points {y°, ... , y"-1} = f~x(z°). Assume

zp~x = y0 , then the collection of points {z°, zx, ... , z"~x, yx, ... , y"~'}
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is invariant and the partition it defines metrically generates.

{z\... tP-J ,y"-x} and W(3>) = fn(d3>) = {z°,
Here d3° =
, zP~1}. As

1/2 and thean example of this take z° = 0 the fixed point for f2. Then y1 =

two points {0, 1/2} define a Markov partition.

Construction 3.3. A hyperbolic automorphism of T2, fe , is defined by a matrix

6 £ GL(z, Z) with no eigenvalues of modulus one, see Example 1.2. A con-

struction of Bowen [Bo2] allows us to construct some simple Markov partitions

for these. The matrix 9 has two real eigenvalues, X with modulus greater than

one and p with modulus less than one. Let v¿ and vß be eigenvectors for X

and p, respectively, see Figure 10.

The line, ¡x , passing through the origin containing v¿ when projected onto

T2 is Wu(0) and the line, /^ , passing through the origin containing v^ when

projected onto the torus is Ws(0). Draw fairly long sections of lx and lß

centered at the origin and project them onto T2. Finally extend lx in each

direction until each end intersects /^ . Do the same for lß to end at intersections

with lx. These two line segments partition the torus into a finite collection of

connected rectangles, 3°. Since the du3° is a section of lx roughly centered

at the origin, f^x(du3)) ç du3° . Similarly for ds3>, fe(ds3>) g ds3>. This
guarantees the Markov condition. If the rectangles are small enough, i.e. if du3°

and ds3° long enough, 3° will generate metrically. This produces a Markov

partition 3°. Notice Off^d^) = W(3°) = {0}, a single fixed point. We

could equally well make this construction by taking z° G T2 periodic with orbit

z°, ... , zp~' . Make the exact same construction using line segments If, I®

through z° and parallel to vx, vM . Then take the partition of T2 defined by

the line segments /», fe(l°x),..., fpe~\l¡) and /°, /fl(/°), ... , f¡~x (/»). This
will again produce a Markov partition whose boundary is the union of these

line segments and with f| fë\d3°) = &(&) = {z°, ... , zP~1} .

These two constructions produce partitions with finite cores. We make the

following observation and then devote the rest of the section to seeing exactly

which sofic systems can occur in these settings.

Observation 3.4. (i) Suppose ¿P is a Markov partition for fn the «-fold cov-

ering map of Sx. Then (d¿P, f„) and (^(3°), /„) are sofic systems.
(ii) Suppose 3s is a Markov partition for a hyperbolic toral automorphism

/ of T2. Then ([\f~\30), f) and (W(3°), /) are sofic systems.

(0,1)

(0,0) (1,0)

Figure 10
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A,    A,

1/8      1/4     3/8      1/2     5/8     3/4     7/8

Figure 11

Example 3.5. This example is due to R. F. Williams and was the motivation for

this work. We want to get the one sided golden mean subshift of finite type as

the boundary of a Markov partition for f2 on Sx. It is illustrated by Figure 11.

Let A0 = [3/4, 1] then Ax = f~x(A0)\A0, and An = fr1 (An-i)\(Ui<n A¡).
Then let

/>n = cl

/>, =cl

n U Ai   ,      P2 = cl   L, l  n U At   ,

n U Ai   ,       P3 = cl
i odd     /

, 1 nU4
/odd     /

The transition matrix, A , for 3s is

0 10 1
10 10
0 111
10   0   0

Let X[2] be the full two shift and define tp: XA -> X[2X by a one block map

<p(0) = <p(2) = 0, tp(\) - tp(7>) = 1. Observe that tp is left resolving one-to-

one a.e. and the core of tp is the golden mean subshift of finite type. Taking
ii[2]'- X[2] —> Sx in the usual way and n = 7tr2] o tp: XA —> Sx we see that

(d3°, f2) = (^'(3Ö), fi) is topologically conjugate to the golden mean. Intu-

itively, think of giving points in Sx their diadic expansion. Then Aq contains

all points whose expansion begins with two ones. Ax contains all points not

in A0 that have two ones beginning in the second entry and so forth. The

boundary then consists of all points one of whose expansions does not contain

a pair of adjacent ones. This is an example of a way to build a partition with

a specified boundary. You get a subshift of finite type XA and a factor map

tp: XA —> X[2X with the desired core. Make sure the core sits in X[2X so that

it[2]'- X[2] —► Sx will inject the core of tp into Sx. Then the partition is the

image of the cylinder sets under n[2] o tp and the boundary is as desired.

Example 3.6. Here we construct the even sofic system of Example 2.1 as the

boundary of a Markov partition for f2 on Sx . The construction is similar to

Example 3.5. Give the points in the interval their diadic expansion. Let

A0 = [A0l, .11]U[.10001, .1001]u-
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a countable collection of intervals containing all points whose expansion begins

. 10"1 - - - for odd « (see Figure 12). Let Re = /2(4))n[0, 1/2] and R0 =

f2(Ao)c n [0, 1/2]. As before let A„ = f2-x(A„_x)\\Ji<nAi - Then take

PQ = c\l\J A¡nRe    , Pi=c\i\jAinRe    ,
\¡ even / \¡ odd /

P2 = cli (J AiCiRo) , P3 = d(\jA,nR0),
\i even / \; odd /

P4 = cl    U At n
*■'

F5 = cl M) ^/ n
V; odd

!•'

Take A to be the transition matrix, define tp: XA —► X[2] by tp(0) = tp(\) =
tp(2) = <p(3) = 0, tp(4) = <p(5) = 1 and observe that the core of tp is the even

system and that it injects into Sx by np] ■

Observation 3.7. Suppose X, Y are compact metric spaces, / and g are pos-

itively expansive (or expansive) maps of X and Y, respectively, onto them-

selves. Suppose 3s is a metrically generating Markov partition for / on X

and tp: X ^ Y is a factor map that is one-to-one on the transitive (doubly tran-

sitive if / is invertible) points of /. Then tp(3°) is a metrically generating

Markov partition for g on Y .

Proof. We check the conditions needed for a Markov partition. Let 3° =

{Px,...,Pk} and S = tp(3D) with Q¡ = <p(P¡). First, Q¡ is closed be-
cause P¡ is compact. If U g X is a nonempty open set the <p(U) 2 (p(Uc)c

which is nonempty and open so <p(U) has nonempty interior. This means that
cl(intQ/) = Qi. We have intß, nintß, = (p for i =£ j otherwise tp would not

be one-to-one on the points with dense orbits. The Q, cover X.

Suppose / and g are not invertible. We need only to see that the Markov

condition holds. If g(intQ;) n intQ; and y G intß, then there is a unique

x g Qi with g(x) = y. There must be at least one x since P¡ satisfies

this condition in X. Suppose there is a y G int(Q;) and x1, x2 G Q, with

g(xx) — g(x2) = y . Then there is a z close to y but with a dense orbit that

has this property. That is clearly impossible.

Suppose / and g are invertible. Observe that since tp is a factor map the

image of a rectangle must be a rectangle so the <2,'s are rectangles. We need to

see that the Markov condition holds. This follows immediately from the fact

that it holds in X and tp is a factor map. Since tp~x(intQ¡) g P¡, S metrically

generates.   D
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Figure 12
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Lemma 3.8. Suppose X g Sx is a closed subset, invariant under f„. Fur-

ther, suppose (X, fn) is topologically conjugate to a nonwandering sofic system

(S, o). Then there is a Markov partition 3° for f„ so that the core of the
boundary is X.

Proof. Pick a periodic point z° £ X. Use Construction 3.2 to produce a con-
nected Markov partition € with standard cover (XB, nB). As noted there,

8& = {z°, z1, ... , zP~x ,yx,..., y"~x}. Consider the subshift n^(X) =

T g XB. This is sofic, by reasoning similar to Observation 2.4, but is not

conjugate to S. Each point in ôéf has two mutually separated preimages un-

der nB. Let .(ioii • • ■ ip-i)°° and .(i'0-- ■ ip_x)°° be the two points that map

to z°, .(ir■ • -fp-i*o• • • *r-i)°° and .(i'r---i'p_xi'Q---ir-X)°° the points that map

to zr, 0 < r < p - 1, and Js(io■ ■ • ip-i)°° and ■j't(ib--'ip-i)00 the points

that map to ys for 0 < s < n - 1. The other points with two preimages

under nB are points that eventually map to z° by /„ . Such a point has nB

preimages .wjs(i0---ip-i)°° and .wj^-'-ip-i)00 or ,«;(ir• • • ip-i<o■ • *'V-i)°°

and .w(ir---ip-Xi0---ir-i)°° for any w £ W(XB) so that the preimages are

allowable. All other points have single preimages under nB .

Now apply Theorem 2.10 to T çIB to construct tp : XA -> XB left resolving,

one-to-one a.e. with W(tp) = T. Let n = nB o tp and apply Observation 3.5 to

n to get a Markov partition 3° for /„ . We want to see that the core of 3° is
X. By Theorem 1.5 83° = {x £ S': n~x(x) contains two mutually separated

points}. By construciton X g 33° and since X is nonwandering X ç.W(3°).

To see the other containment we need to be more careful. The problem could

arise from x £ Sx, x $ 8&, but x having two preimages under nB. See

Figure 13.
First observe that if w f W(T) then x does not have mutually separated

preimages under n. The problem could be that w £ W(T) but for some

k, wjs(io---ip-i)k,wj's(i'0---i'p)lc i W(T). Then x could possibly have

mutually separated preimages under n. Such a point x G 83° is wandering

in 83° . There are only countably many such points. They accumulate only on

points in X, and are eventually mapped onto z° by f„ . It means that 83d

may be larger than X U {y1, ... , y"_1}, but nevertheless W(3>) = X.   D

Lemma 3.9. Suppose X g T2 is a closed subset, invariant under a hyperbolic

automorphism fe. Further suppose (X, fe) is topologically conjugate to a non-
wandering sofic system (S, a). Then there is a Markov partition 3d for f so

that the core of the partition is X.

Proof. The proof of this is very similar to the proof of Lemma 3.8. Pick a

periodic point z° £ X and use Construction 3.3 to get a connected Markov

partition S with standard cover (LB ,nB).

JS('o-"'p-l'  or ('r-'r-l>

Js(i0...ip_|) or  (ir...lr.|)

Figure 13
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As in the previous proof, let T = n^x(X) g I.B. Apply Theorem 2.10 to

rclfi to construct tp: ~LA —> ¿ZB left-resolving, one-to-one a.e. with W(y>) =

T. Let n = nB a tp and 3° be the Markov partition defined by Observation

3.5. We want to see the core is X. Again by Theorem 1.5 we see that X is in

the core of 3°. The problem is again the other containment. We must examine

how points not in X may have mutually separated preimages. Such a point

x £ T2 must have more than one preimage under nB . These preimages cannot

be mutually separated. They could be one of three types which we represent

schematically in Figure 14.
We will examine each type in turn. In the first type there are nB preimages

as represented but mutually separated n preimages. If any word yk • • • yk+¡ $

W(T) then the n preimages are not mutually separated. We have Figure 15.

Considered as points inside 7tgl(f\f~'(d3°)) g 2ZB they are wandering and

accumulate only on T. In case (ii) the reasoning is exactly the same. In case
(iii) we see that the following holds. (See Figure 16.) The same reasoning holds

and we see that the nonwandering set of nB~x(f)f~'(83>)) is contained in T

and X is the core of 3°.   □

Now we prove the main theorem of this section. Notice that the statement

in the invertible case is stronger than in the noninvertible case. This is because
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in the invertible (two sided) case we have Krieger's embedding theorem [Kr2]:

A sofic system S is topologically conjugate to a proper subshift of a subshift of

finite type ~LA if and only if h(S) < h(LA) and the number of periodic points

of each period in S does not exceed the number for the same period in ~LA .

In the noninvertible (one sided) case there is no corresponding theorem. We do

not have a guess as to what the correct necessary and sufficient conditions are

for one subshift of finite type to be conjugate to a proper subshift of another

subshift of finite type. This seems to be a difficult question.

Theorem 3.10. (i) A one sided subshift is conjugate to the core of a Markov

partition for some fn , the n-fold covering map of Sx, if and only if it is a

nonwandering sofic system.

(ii) A two sided subshift is conjugate to the core of a Markov partition for

fe, the hyperbolic automorphism of T2 defined by 6, if and only if it is a
nonwandering sofic system with h(S) <h(fe) and the number of periodic points

of each period in S does not exceed the number in fg .

Proof, (i) The core of a Markov partition must be a nonwandering sofic system.

That is Observation 4.1(i). Fix «, then 0 < 1/« < 2/« < ■■■ < n - l/n < 1
defines a connected Markov partition for /„ by Construction 3.2. This parti-

tion generates metrically and the full « shift is the cover. The covering map

identifies two fixed points, .1N and .«N , preimages of the fixed point 0, and no

other periodic points. If S is a transitive sofic system, then for all sufficiently

large «, S sits inside the full « shift in such a way that it does not contain

the fixed points .1N and .«N. This means the covering map onto Sx injects

S into Sx. The map is a homeomorphism since S is compact. Now apply

Lemma 3.8 to the image of S.
(ii) By Lemma 4.1 (ii) the core of a Markov partition must be a nonwandering

sofic system. Now fix 6 £ GL(2, Z) and suppose S is a nonwandering sofic
system with h(S) < h(fg) and the condition on the periodic points. Since

h(S) < h(fg) there will be a k so that the number of points of period k for

S is less than the number for fg. Pick such a k and let z° be a point of
period k for fg in T2 . Apply Construction 3.3 to the orbit of z° to construct

a Markov partition 3° for fg on T2 with cover (ZA, o).

We have that h(LA) = h(fg) > h(S) and the number of periodic points of
each period for I,A and fg is the same with the exception of the orbits the map

onto the orbit of z°. By the choice of z° , S meets the hypotheses of Krieger's

embedding theorem for ~LA and it can be embedded so that n~x(z°) n S = 0.

This means n maps S into T2 injectively and since S is compact n restricted

to S is a homeomorphism. Finally we apply Lemma 3.9 to the image of 5 in

T2 to obtain the desired partition.   D

4

Observation 4.1. A 0-1 matrix is a transition matrix for a Markov partition for

f„ , the «-fold covering map on 51 if and only if it is aperiodic and has column

sum «.

Proof. It is easy to see that these conditions are necessary. It follows from

a theorem in [AGW] that these conditions on a transition matrix, A, allow
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the construction of a left resolving one-to-one a.e. factor map tp : XA —> X[„],
where X[„] is the full «-shift. Compose tp with the standard covering map

7T[„]: X[„] —> Sx to get a one-to-one a.e. factor map n: XA —> Sx . Now apply

Observation 3.7 to get a partition with (XA,n) as its cover.   D

Remark 4.2. The transition matrix alone tells nothing about the core of the

Markov partition. It is easy to construct a left-resolving one-to-one a.e. factor

map tp: X[2¡- —> X[2x- with a nonfinite sofic core. This, in turn, produces a

Markov partition for f2 on Sx with two elements and ["] as a transition

matrix with a nonfinite sofic core.
We have produced complicated Markov partitions for /„ on 51. However,

we have produced these by constructing complicated factor maps between sub-

shifts of finite type and then pushing the Markov partition on the domain shift

down onto Sx. In these cases the image shift came from a very simple, con-

nected partition on 51. This means that the complicated partition came from

chopping up a simple one. We will show that some partitions do not arise in

this way, they are inherently complicated.

Let 3°, & be Markov partitions for /„ on Sx with covers (XA, nA) and

(XB, nB), respectively. We say 3° factors through S if there is a factor map

tp: XA —> XB so that nA — nBotp. The examples we have constructed all factor

through some connected partition. We will produce a partition that does not

factor through any connected partition.

Lemma 4.3. Let 3°, S be Markov partitions for f„ on Sx, then 3° factors

through S if and only if \JNi=Q f~l(3°) refines S for some N.

Proof. A factor map tp : XA —► XB is an N block map for some N.   D

Let 3° = {Px, ... , Pk} with cover (XA, nA) be a metrically generating

Markov partition for fn on S1. For each Pj we will define extreme points

(Cj■■, r]j), and the interval of P¡, with the property that P¡ g [Çj, n¡] in a

natural way. If the diameter of Pj is small it is obvious how to do this.

Choose the Çj to the left hand (counter clockwise) endpoint and r¡¡ to be

the right hand (clockwise) endpoint of the smallest closed interval containing

Pj. In general, we know by Lemma 1.3 that there is an / G N so that di-

ameter (fï«<r/""'(•**,)) < (!/")'"' for all t > I. For large t and x G XA

with x, = j we define the extreme points of Ç\i<tf~l(PXi) as above. There

are «' words, [xo, ... , x(] in W(XA, t + 1) with xt = j. If x and y are

two such words there is a rotation of the circle that takes f|,<, f~'(Px¡) to

f)i<tf~'(Pyi) ■ Moreover the smallest closed intervals containing each of them

are disjoint. If not, 3° would not be metrically generating. This means that

diameter fl/<, f~'(PXl) < (!/")' • For x , y G XA with x, = ; and f¿(y) = x,

fs takes Cli<t+sf~'(py,) t0 \\i<tf~'(px,) by a homeomorphism. Define the

extreme points of Pj and the interval of Pj to be the image of the extreme

points and the image of the interval of f},<,f~'(Px¡), for any large t and x

with x, = j. Note that the interval of Pj is not all of Sx . We say the collec-

tion of extreme points and intervals are the extreme points and intervals for 3° .

The map /„ maps extreme points to extreme points and intervals completely

over intervals. Each extreme point is either periodic or preperiodic.
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Example 4.4. The partition in Example 3.5 has intervals {[0, 1/3], [0, 1/2],

[1/2, 2/3], [1/2,1]}.

Lemma 4.5. Suppose 3s is a Markov partition for fn on Sx and every extreme

point of 3° is contained in the interval of some Pj, where it is not an extreme

point. Then 3° does not factor through any connected partition.

Proof. First observe that if for every x £ Sx and every TV g N there is y G XA

so that x is contained in the interval of \\i<N fñ''(Py¡) and is not an extreme

point then 3° does not factor through any connected partition. This follows

because if Q is the connected partition and x is a boundary point then for

every N there is a y G XA so that Ç\i<N fn~l(Py,) intersects both intervals of

Q that are separated by x. This means V'i<N fn~l(3°) never refines Q.

Now let y £ XA and x an extreme point of fl/</v fñ~'(Py¡) • By the hy-

pothesis there is a P¡ whose interval contains f„(x) and does not have it as

an extreme point. This means there is a z g Xa so that z„ = Pj, x is in

the interval of Ç\i<N fn~'(Pz¡) and is not an extreme point. Now we apply the

observation.   D

This says that if the extreme points of the partition are interleaved it cannot
factor through a connected partition.

Theorem 4.6. A Markov partition 3° for fn on Sx factors through a connected

partition if and only if one of its extreme points is an extreme point for every
element of 3° whose interval contains it.

Proof. The necessity is proved in Lemma 4.5. To prove sufficiency let this

extreme point be ¿;. f„(Ç) is an extreme point with the same property, so

we may assume Ç is periodic. Apply Construction 3.2 to the orbit of £ to
get a metrically generating connected partition, Q. We want to find an TV so

that \/i<Nf~'(3B) refines Q and then apply Lemma 4.3. Let X(t) = {x G

XA ■ C\i<i f~'(px.) <£ Qj any ;'}. This is a closed subset of XA with X(t+ 1) g

X(t). If X(N) is empty for some TV we are done. If no such N exists then by

compactness there isa ze f]X(t). This means f)i<tf~l(Pzi) g Qj for any j

and all t. So, nA(z) £ 8Q and we can assume tt^z) = Ç. But for each t, Ç

is an extreme point for every element of \li<tf~'(3ö) whose interval contains

it. Once the diameter of these sets is small, each set whose interval contains

Ç- must be contained in one of the two elements of Q separated by Ç. A

contradiction.   D

For a detailed discussion of connected partitions see [St].

Example 4.7. This is an example of a Markov partition for f2 on Sx that does

not factor through any connected partition. We see this by finding the extreme

points and then applying Theorem 4.6. The construction is similar to that in

Examples 3.5 and 3.6. Choose a basic interval A0 - [5/8, 4/9] and let

An = f-l(A„_i)\[jAi.
i<n

We want to see that if / is a preimage interval of A0, fk(I) - Aq then either

/ g Aq or I f)Ao C 8Ao- This is a computation concerning the preimages of
8Aq and the lengths of preimage intervals.
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Define

This is Markov partition because

f(Po) = PxöP2üP3,

f(P3) = P2UP4,

f(PX) = P4UP0,

f(P4) = P3UP5,

f(P2) = P5\JP0,

f(P5) = P0-

We can compute the intervals of the Pj,

I(P0) = [2/9,8/15],        I(PX ) = [4/9, 23/30],        I(P2) = [5/9, 53/60],

7(^3) = [7/9, 1/15],        /(P4) = [8/9, 2/15],        I(P5) = [1/9, 4/15].

The extreme points are interleaved and by Theorem 4.6, 3s cannot factor

through any connected partition.
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